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Fann irrigation systems, such as Uris one in Marquelle County's Lown of Bu1Ialo, are lhe largest single users of 
high-capactiy \veils in Wisconsin. Forty percent of the state's approximately 13,000 high-capacity wells are used 
for fann irrigatiOIL followed by 3 7 pcrccnl for municipal waler supplies. 

Donald Gemich, left, former agriculture agent for the University of Wisconsin-Extension Adams County, urges the approximately 100 
attendees at Friday's high-capacity well forum in Montello to seek community-based, scientific solutions to determine the use of 
groundwater. 

MONTELLO - For people who think that water usage and water rights are issues only in the arid Western 
United States, the size of the crowd in Montello Friday might have seemed shocking. 
More than 100 people gathered for the Marquette County Farm Bureau's forum on the legal and environmental 
impacts of high-capacity wells. 
This is exactly what needs to happen, said Donald Genrich, retired agricultural agent for the University of 
Wisconsin-Extension Adams County. Neighbors, communities and regions need to sit down together and talk 
about how to balance a farmer's right to tao the groundwater on his own land. weighed against the rights of 
municipal water users to have a safe and adequate water supply, and the rights of people to enjoy lakes, rivers 
and streams. 

"Friends, we have to be able to talk," Genrich said. "That' s what it boils down to. Once you get to know each 
other, you realize that there aren't any villains out there. We all have our uses and needs for water." 

What is ' high capacity?' 
Eric Ebersberger, water use section chief for the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, said the DNR 
(which has had the authority since 1968 to regulate Wisconsin's high-capacity wells) defines a "high-capacity" 
well, or contiguous system of wells, as being capable of pumping 100,000 gallons a day or 70 gallons a minute. 

There are about 13,000 high-capacity wells in Wisconsin - including 299 in Marquette County and 365 in 
Columbia County, according to the DNR, which is charged with issuing permits for high-capacity wells. 

As of 2013, the latest year for which figures are available, 40 percent of these wells were used for agricultural 
irrigation, and another 3 7 percent were used for municipal public water supplies. 

Twenty-five years ago, Ebersberger said, an average of 170 high-capac1ty well permits were issued annually in 
Wisconsin. But in the last three years - including the drought year of 2012 - the average number of approvals 
has jumped to 340 per year. 

The criteria that the DNR must consider in deciding whether to grant a high-capacity well permit have also 
changed in the last three years. 

Before 2004, the main consideration was whether a proposed well would interfere with municipal wells. Later 
state laws extended the considerations to include the well's effect on other bodies of water, such as trout 
streams. 

A 2011 Wisconsin State Supreme Court ruling extended the DNR's authority to consider "significant concrete 
scientific evidence" that a proposed well would have an adverse affect on neighboring bodies of surface water. 

That authority became more extensive, and more murky, with a 2014 state administrative law judge's ruling that 
the well's cumulative impact on all surrounding waters must be considered. 

Data hard to come by 
But how does one measure "cumulative effect?" 

Ebersberger said the DNR needs more than someone's gut feeling that a new well would, for example, draw 
down the level of a nearby lake or dry up a neighbor's well. 

But scientific, verifiable data is not always easy to come by, he said. 

"You can see that things have gotten a bit complicated for us," Ebersberger said. 

One potential source of such data is a groundwater mapping program like the one in Columbia County. 

The computer model - about five years in the making, and costing about $667,000 (about one-third of that from 
Columbia County' s coffers) - maps out all the county's water, and predicts the effects of surface activities, such 
as a new high-capacity well in a particular location, on the county' s water supply. 

Marquette County Conservationist Pat Kilbey said Marquette County doesn' t yet have a similar groundwater 
mapping program, but the County Board's Land and Water Conservation Committee would like to have one 
someday. 

Ki Ibey said the committee has a strong preference for basing water use decisions on scientific information. 

Ebersberger said the DNR uses data from a variety of resources, including the University of Wisconsin System, 
in its attempts to assess "cumulative impact" of a proposed new well, but the tools for assessing that impact are 
not always readily available - which is why the DNR has a backlog of 138 applications now. 

Balancing needs, interests 
One challenge, according to Genrich, lies in how we think of water. It is a natural resource, but it can also be 
seen as an economic commodity - and not just by farmers. 

About 15 years ago, Perrier attempted to establish a water-bottling facility that would tap into the Central Sands 
Aquifer, which encompasses much of central Wisconsin. 

To this day, Genrich said, people in many central Wisconsin communities remain divided over the Perrier issues 
- economic development and jobs vs. concerns about the long-term effects on the water supply. 

"When you go into a little watering hole in Adams County," he said, "people still sit in different places, 
depending on what stand they took in the Perrier war." 

It's farmers, however, who are often at the center of a community dilemma - the right of a landowner to tap a 
resource, groundwater, on his own land weighed against concerns about the effects of too many high-capacity 
wells on rural and municipal water supplies and on the water levels of nearby surface water bodies. 

Jordan Lamb is an environmental attorney who represents several farmers and farm commodity organizations 
on issues related to water access. 

" Anybody has a right to use groundwater," she said, "provided that you're not depleting somebody else's use." 

Lamb said it's been her experience that farmers don't use any more groundwater than they need for adequate 
irrigation of their crops, including vegetables and potatoes for human consumption. 

In fact, many modem wells are equipped not only with meters to measure consumption, but also sensors in the 
soil that are set to ensure that the soil has sufficient water, but no more, for the crops, and that the water is 
actually getting to the crops. 

Still, she said she hears complaints from people who see an irrigation system running while it's raining. That 
might not be a malfunction, Lamb said; even if it' s raining, the soil sensors might not yet detect an adequate 
water level for the crops. 

Community conversation 
Conversation about water use inevitably leads to legislation. Paul Zimmerman, executive director of 
government relations for the Wisconsin Farm Bureau, said issues related to water use can vary in different parts 
of the state, making it neither possible nor desirable to establish one-size-fits-all rules. 

Some of the issues that have to be addressed, he said, include the process for applying to rebuild or replace an 
existing well, and how much priority should be given to people with existing wells, as opposed to those who 
want to drill new ones. 

"What's the top priority?" Zimmerman asked. "Is it people? Is it economic development? Is it the environment? 
Is it farmers?" 

The Legislature should not be the only venue for such discussion, Gem ich said. It' s vital that it happen in 
communities - farmers meeting with lake associations, economic development organizations meeting with 
environmentalists, etc. 

"I'm not sure how we go about doing this," Genrich said, "other than getting together and talking about these 
things." 


